Usually in Latent Class Analysis (LCA), external predictors are taken to be cluster conditional probability predictors (LC models with covariates), and/or score conditional probability predictors (LC regression models). In such cases, their distribution is not of interest. Class specific distribution is of interest in the distal outcome model, when the distribution of the external variable(s) is assumed to dependent on LC membership. In this paper, we consider a more general formulation, typical in cluster-weighted models, which embeds both the latent class regression and the distal outcome models. This allows us to test simultaneously both whether the distribution of the covariate(s) differs across classes, and whether there are significant direct effects of the covariate(s) on the indicators, by including most of the information about the covariate(s) -latent variable relationship. We show the advantages of the proposed modeling approach through a set of population studies and an empirical application on assets ownership of Italian households.
Introduction
Latent class analysis (McCutcheon, 1985) is widely used in the social and behavioral sciences to locate subgroups of observations in the sample based on a set of J observed response variables Y. Examples of applications include identification of types of mobile internet usage in travel planning and execution (Okazaki et al., 2015) , types of political involvement (Hagenaars & Halman, 1989) , classes of treatment engagement in adolescents with psychiatric problems (Roedelof et al., 2013) , a typology of infant temperament (Loken, 2004) , modeling phases in the development of transitive reasoning (Bouwmeester & Sijtsma, 2007) , or classes of self disclosure (Maij-de Meij et al., 2005) . In many empirical studies, interest lies in investigating which external variables Z predict latent class membership X. Latent class models with covariates (Dayton & Macready, 1988) are a well-known extension of the baseline model, in which external variables are included in the latent class modeling framework as predictors of class membership (Collins & Lanza, 2010) . Stegmann & Grimm (2017) , for instance, discuss the inclusion of covariates in more complicated LC models. However, recent methodological development has shifted the attention towards modeling the effect in the opposite direction. That is, predicting a -possibly continuous -distal outcome based on the latent class membership (Bakk et al., 2013; Lanza et al., 2013) , as depicted in Figure 1 . Although there can be more than one external variable available, for sake of exposition here we describe the models with only one external variable 1 . For instance, Roberts & Ward (2011) predict distal pain outcomes based on class memberships defined by patterns of barriers to pain management and Mulder et al. (2012) compared average measures of recidivism in clusters of juvenile offenders. Typically, in distal outcome models, the distal outcome and the J response variables Y's are assumed to be conditionally independent given the latent variable X (Bakk et al., 2013; Lanza et al., 2013) . A direct effect of Z on Y is therefore not allowed for, neither its presence tested. In latent variable modeling, it is well known that Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation is subject to severe bias when direct effects are present in LC and latent trait models (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014 , regression mixture models (Kim et al., 2016; Nylund-Gibson & Masyn, 2016) , and latent Markov models (Di Mari & Bakk, 2017) , and are not accounted for. Given the restrictiveness of the conditional independence assumption and the possible severity of its violation, we propose a more general model that can account for complex interdependencies between the external variable, LC membership, and the indicators of the LC model. In regression mixtures, a "circular" relation among Y-X-Z is commonly considered in the cluster-weighted modeling approach (Ingrassia et al., 2012 (Ingrassia et al., , 2014 (Ingrassia et al., , 2015 Punzo, 2014; Dang et al., 2017) . That is, a more general model is specified, where next to modeling the class specific distribution of Z (distal outcome situation), also the direct effect of Z on Y is modeled (latent class regression). If Y are indicators of assets ownership, and Z is a measure (in euro) of net (of liabilities) wealth, the cluster-weighted modeling approach allows net wealth also to directly affect a household decision to own assets. With standard inference, the statistical significance of each effect can then be tested to see whether intermediate model specifications are more appropriate.
In LC regression models (Kamakura & Russel, 1989; Wedel & DeSarbo, 1994) , although the assumption of conditional independence of Y and Z can be relaxed (see Figure 2) , the distal outcome's distribution is not of interest and hence not modeled. Therefore, in the traditional LCA approach, an external variable enters the model either as a covariate (latent class re-gression) or as a distal outcome, but never as both at the same time. We propose to extend the idea of cluster-weighted modeling in the context of latent class analysis, by proposing a generalized version of the models in Figures 1 and 2 , as depicted in Figure 3 , which embeds them both. By starting from the most general model, the user can proceed backwards, testing the model assumptions of both the distal outcome and the latent class regression models. In particular, in this paper we will show evidence, based on a set of population studies and an empirical application, that 1) if direct effects are present, our approach, contrary to the distal outcome model, yields unbiased estimates of the distal outcome cluster specific means and variances; and 2) if the most suitable model is one between the distal outcome model or the latent class regression model, the relative class sizes and compositions will be the same as the ones delivered under the proposed modeling approach. The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we illustrate the proposed modeling approach through three population studies, in comparison with the LC regression and the distal outcome models. We give model definitions and details on the parameterizations in Section 3.
In Section 4, we analyze data from the Household Finance and Consumption Survey, and conclude with some final remarks in Section 5.
Population studies
This Section is devoted to showing very simple and intuitive evidence, obtained by analyzing three large data sets (30000 sample units) -each drawn from the three models in Figures 1, 2 and 3 -in order to motivate the application of the cluster-weighted modeling approach in LCA (see Table 1 ). We set the number of latent classes S = 2, and to begin with we fit all three models assuming this value to be known. At the end of the Section, we will also show results on estimation of the number of latent classes based on BIC.
Acronym Data Latent Class regression
LCreg LCreg Latent Class with distal outcome LCdist LCdist Latent Class cluster-weighted LCcw LCcw Table 1 : Legend of acronyms used for the population models and for the generated data.
To get approximately equal (realistic) conditions on class separation, we generated the data such that the entropy-based R 2 (Magidson, 1981) for the correctly specified model is about 0.7 in all the three data sets -which is the minimum class separation to get a good LC model (Vermunt, 2010; Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014) . The data were generated in R (R Core Team, 2017), and parameter estimation was carried out with Latent GOLD 5.1 (Vermunt & Magidson, 2016) .
LCreg data
The LCreg data set was generated from a two-class LCreg model, with class memberships of 0.7 and 0.3, six dichotomous indicators (J = 6) and one continuous Z -drawn from a standard normal distribution -loaded on all six indicators. The external variable Z is loaded on the indicators with a coefficient of -0.5, if the most likely response is on the first class, or 1, if the most likely response is on the second class, giving a large effect size.
Class proportions
Entr We observe in Table 2 that the LCdist model overinflates the mixing proportion on the bigger class, whereas the LCcw model yields nearly equivalent class proportions as in the correctly specified case. This at the cost of four more parameters to be estimated. Table 3 reports estimated means and variances for the variable Z based on the LCdist and LCcw models, along with standard errors and p-values of the Wald tests of equality of the means and the variances. Nothing is reported for LCreg, as Z is not modeled. In the LCdist model, both the means are wrongly estimated to be statistically different from zero. Moreover, based on the reported Wald tests, we reject the nulls of equal means and equal variances (with p-values smaller than 0.01). These findings for the LCdist model can be explained by the fact that it wrongly predicts a clustered distribution on Z in order to accommodate for a direct effect of Z on the indicators which is not accounted for. This creates an additional source of entropy in the class solution (as displayed by the relatively higher value of the entropy-based R 2 ). 
LCdist data
The LCdist data set was generated from a two-class LCdist model, with class memberships of 0.7 and 0.3, six dichotomous indicators (J = 6) and one continuous Z, drawn from a mixture of two normal distributions with means of -1 and 1 and common variance of 1. The LCreg model yields a completely distorted class solution, whereby both the LCdist and LCcw models yields almost identical (correct) solutions (Table 4) . Interestingly, the misspecified response-Z relation in the LCreg model yields a solution with relatively smaller class separation (as measured by the entropy-based R 2 ). Next, we compare estimates of class-specific means and variances of Z as obtained by the LCdist and LCcw models. The LCdist and the LCcw models estimate almost identical means and variances of Z, both correctly not rejecting the null of common variance across latent classes. We observe that the SE's for the less parsimonious LCcw model are systematically larger than those of the correctly specified model: this is not surprising, as having less degrees of freedom corresponds, all else equal, to slightly more variable estimates.
LCcw data
The LCcw data was generated from a two-class LCcw model, with class memberships of 0.7 and 0.3, six dichotomous indicators (J = 6) and one continuous Z, drawn from a mixture of two normal distributions with means of -1 and 1 and common variance of 1. Both the LCreg and the LCdist models deliver distorted class solutions (Table 6 ). Although with a higher entropy-based R 2 , the residual dependence among the indicators due to the exclusion of the direct effect causes a more severe distortion in the LCdist model compared to the LCreg model. Equally we observe ( Based on the above data sets, in Table 9 we report also results on BIC values for the three models in all three scenarios, for S = 1, . . . , 5. Although BIC values can be compared for LCdist and LCcw, selecting a model among the three with BIC cannot be done as Z in LCreg is not modeled and the model likelihoods are therefore not comparable. In both the LCreg and LCdist data sets, BIC for the LCcw model selects, together with the correctly specified model in the first two scenarios, the correct number of classes. Interestingly however, misspecifying the indicators-Z relation causes, in both the LCreg and LCdist models, a severe overstatement of the number of classes (LCcw data set).
Class proportions
Number of components 3 The different modeling approaches in details
The latent class cluster-weighted model
Let Y = (Y 1 , . . . , Y J ) be the vector of the full response pattern and y its realization. Let us assume also one continuous external variable Z is available, and we denote as z its realization. Let us denote as X the categorical latent variable, with latent classes s = 1, . . . , S. A general form of association between Y, X and Z, involves modeling the following joint probability
where the common assumption in LCA of Y and Z being conditionally independent given the latent process is relaxed. From Equation (1), several submodels can be specified (covariate model, distal outcome model, etc). If substantive theoretical arguments postulate the latent variable to be a predictor of the external variable Z, the latent class cluster-weighted model specifies the probability of observing a response pattern y as
which is defined by three components: the structural component (a), which describes the latent class variable, a measurement component (b), connecting the latent class to the observed responses with a direct effect of Z, and the external variable model (c), which models the latent class specific distribution of Z. Under the assumption of local independence of response variables given the class membership and Z, the conditional distribution of the responses can be written as
For estimating the model in Equation (2), we assume each Y j to be conditionally Bernoulli distributed, with success probability π sj , and parametrize the conditional response probabilities through the following log-odds
whereby Z is assumed to be conditionally Gaussian with mean µ s and variance σ 2 s , for 1 ≤ s ≤ S. The model of Equation (2) can be used to assign observations to clusters based on the posterior membership probabilities
according to, for instance, modal or proportional assignment rules. The latent class unconditional probabilities can as well be parametrized using logistic regressions. We opt for the following parametrization
for 1 < s ≤ S, where we take the first category as reference, and we set to zero the related parameter. The total number of free parameters to be estimated is therefore 2(J × S) for the measurement model, 2S for the external variable model, and S − 1 for the structural model. Notice that, by setting the β js 's of Equation (4) to zero, the LC clusterweighted model reduces to a standard LC with distal outcome model. By contrast, given that the external variable component is completely missing, the LC regression is not formally nested in the LC cluster-weighted model, although it can be thought of as a sub-model in which the conditional distribution of Y|Z is modeled, and Z is taken as fixed-value rather than a random variable to be modeled as well.
The LC with distal outcome model
It is common, in LCA, to consider a less general version of the joint distribution of Equation (1), by assuming the responses and Z to be conditionally independent given the latent process. If, again, the latent class variable is taken to be a predictor of the external variable Z, this yields the following latent class with distal outcome model
Under the local independence assumption of the items given the latent class variable, the response conditional probabilities can be written, similarly to Equation (3), as
and parametrized through the following log-odds log π js 1 − π js = β 0,js .
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The model of Equation (7) can be used to cluster observations, according to modal or proportional assignment rules, based on the following posterior membership probabilities
(10) The external variable Z is assumed, conditional to the latent class, to be Gaussian with mean µ s and variance σ 2 s , for 1 ≤ s ≤ S, whereby the latent class unconditional probabilities are parametrized as in Equation (6). This yields J × S + 2S + S − 1 free parameters to be estimated. The only difference with the model of Equation (2) is that Y, in the measurement component, is conditional only on X, not on Z. That is, Y is assumed to be independent of Z given X, which is a standard, and rather very strong, assumption of LCA.
The LC regression model
Rather than modeling the joint distribution P (Z, X, Y) of Equation (1), the latent class regression models the conditional distribution of Y given Z and the latent class variable, specifying the following model for Y:
In this case, the conditional response probabilities depend on the external variable Z and, under local independence of the responses given the latent variable, the measurement model can be written as in Equation (3), and parametrized as in Equation (4). The posterior membership probabilities, computed based on the model in Equation (11), are as follows
(12) With latent class unconditional probabilities parametrized as in Equation (6), the total number of free parameters to be estimated is 2(J × S) + S − 1. Table 10 summarizes how Z enters each of the three models, and the total number of free parameters to be estimated. Intuitively, this shows that the first two models can be seen as special cases of the third model, which therefore models the relationship between the 3 sets of variables in the most exhaustive manner.
A latent class model of households' assets ownership to predict wealth
Household wealth cannot be directly observed. Nonetheless, measuring it is a crucial issue for any policy maker. Notably, survey measures of incomeor expenditure, if available -are affected by substantial measurement error and systematic reporting bias (Ferguson et al., 2003; Moore & Welniak, 2000) . In addition, if wealth as a measure of permanent income (Friedman, 1957 ) is of interest, current income, even if measured without error, is likely to be a poor approximation. In more recent surveys (like the Household Finance and Consumption Survey, from the European Central Bank), a measure of net wealth -value of total household assets minus the value of total liabilities -is provided. However, relying on each household's subjective evaluation of the current value of each asset they own, such a measure is prone to considerable measurement error as well. Furthermore, having such a complex measure is complicated to understand for a more general audience, to whom a simpler classification/index would appeal. Latent Trait (LTA) and Latent Class Analysis have been used in order to model wealth -or, inversely, deprivation -from observed assets ownership. Whereby in the LTA framework, wealth is modeled as a continuous trait (Szeles & Fusco, 2013; Vandemoortele, 2014) , LCA was used (Moisio, 2004; Pérez-Mayo, 2005 ) based on the idea that wealth (poverty) can be seen as a multidimensional latent construct. Although determining which ownership indicators to use can be a problem, arguably they all attempt to identify subgroups in the population based on the same multidimensional phenomenon (Moisio, 2004) : different dimensions of wealth are measured by different (sets of) indicators. In addition, within an LCA framework, response probabilities can be used to evaluate ex post each indicator's validity of measuring the (latent variable) wealth. We analyze data from the first wave of the Household Finance and Consumption Survey, conducted by the European Central Bank. We focus on a sample of Italian households, for which we have information on real and financial assets, liabilities, different income measures, consumption expenditures, and a measure of total wealth in euro. The latter is defined as total household assets value, excluding public and occupational pension wealth, minus total outstanding household's liabilities (Household Finance and Consumption Network, 2013) . The value of each asset is provided by asking to the interviewees how much they think each asset is worth. For instance, related to the item "owning any car" (HB4300 , Table 11 ), the interviewer asks "For the cars that you/your household own, if you sold them now, about how much do you think you could get?" (HFCS Core Variables Catalogue, 2013). In fact, different households might have very different (and possibly wrong) perceptions about the value of the assets they own. This is why we cannot rely only on DN3001 as a measure of households wealth, but rather use a model known for its strengths in correcting for measurement error using multiple indicators. We selected a set of 10 items related to a financial type of wealth, and we included also 4 items related to a broader type of wealth, for a total of 14 items. The variable concerning household residence tenure status (HB0300) was recoded to have "entirely owned main residence" or "partially owned main residence" merged into one category. The resulting variable on tenure status (hometen) has 3 categories, and enters all models with dummy coding. We restrict ourselves to analyzing only households having positive wealth. Doing so allows us to set up a model for log-wealth rather than for wealth, as is commonly done in the economic literature studying elasticities (see, for instance, Charles & Hurst, 2003) . Imposing this restriction leads us to drop only 188 sample units (about 2% of the total sample). The LCreg, the LCdist and the LCcw models are estimated using Latent GOLD 5.1 (Vermunt & Magidson, 2016) . Sample syntaxes for each model are reported in the Appendix. The model comparison is done with the purpose of investigating how cluster membership is able to predict classes of (log) wealth. The cluster-weighted modeling approach does so by relaxing the conditional independence assumption and allowing for possible direct effects of log-wealth on the indicators. Name Description Type HB0300 Household main residence -Tenure status Nominal (1 if entirely owned) (2 if partially owned) (3 if rented) (4 if for free use) hometen Household main residence -Tenure status Nominal (1 if entirely or partially owned) (2 if rented) (3 if for free use) HB2400 Household owns other properties Dichotomous HB4300 Household owns any car Dichotomous HB4700 Ownership of other valuables Dichotomous HC0200 Household has a credit line or overdraft Dichotomous HC0300 Household has a credit card Dichotomous HC0400 Household has a non collaterized loan Dichotomous HD0100 Household has any investment in business Dichotomous HD1100 Household owns a sight account Dichotomous HD1200 Household owns a savings account Dichotomous HD1300 Household has any investment in mutual fund Dichotomous HD1400 Household owns bonds Dichotomous HD1500 Household owns managed accounts Dichotomous DN3001 Net Wealth Continuous Table 11 : Variables list, with description and type. hometen obtained by recoding HB0300 into 3 categories, where "partially owned" and "entirely owned" are merged into one. DN3001 is obtained as total household assets, excluding public and occupational pension wealth, minus total outstanding household's liabilities. We focus on a sample of observations with positive net wealth, and work with its logarithmic transformation. Further details on variables definitions are available from the ECB website.
In Table 12 we display number of components, BIC, number of parameters, expected classification error, and entropy-based R 2 for each of the three models, from 1 to 5 components. Expected classification error is a standard output in Latent GOLD, and is obtained by cross-tabulating the modal classes (as estimated by the modal assignment rule) with probabilistic classes (as estimated by the class proportions), then taking the ratio between the number of missclassified observations and the total number of units. Table 12 : Number of components (Ncomp), BIC, number of parameters (#par), expected classification error (Class. Err.), and entropy-based (Entr.) R 2 for each of the three models, from 1 to 5 components.
Based on BIC only, both LCdist and LCcw models would select the highest possible number of components (S = 5), whereas LCreg would select four components. In fact, consistently with previous literature on LCA for measuring wealth (Moisio, 2004; Pérez-Mayo, 2005) , both with four and five components, latent classes would be hardly interpretable. S = 2 seems to be the best trade-off solution according to BIC and the two fit criteria for the LCreg and LCcw models. LCdist seems to favor S = 3. We select 2 classes for LCreg and LCcw, and 3 classes for LCdist. We also show, for comparability reasons, results for LCdist with S = 2. Interestingly how-ever, BIC values of LCcw are always smaller than those of LCdist, indicating a better overall fit to the data. We report (Figure 4 ) the probability profile plot for LCreg with S = 2 (Figure 4a ), LCdist for S = 2 and S = 3 (Figures 4c and 4d respectively) , and LCcw forS = 2 (Figure 4b) . We observe that both the LCreg and the LCcw models, contrary to the two-class LCdist model, predict a wealthier class, with higher ownership probabilities for all items, and a higher probability of owning (partially or entirely) the household main residence -relative to "free use" and "rent" categories. In the three-class LCdist model, whose first and second clusters seem to arise from a split of the first cluster of the two-class model, the first wealth class shows higher ownership probabilities for all items, and a higher probability of owning (partially or entirely) the household main residence, as in the two-class LCreg and LCcw models. One possible explanation for this is that the LCdist model needs one additional class to predict a class profile reasonably corresponding to the highest wealth level. Interestingly, profiles of all three models (S = 2) are comparable, though each showing specific features. LCreg classes have a similar composition in terms of profiles. Both LCdist (S = 2 and S = 3) and LCcw deliver better separated classes. However, wealthier households are predicted by LCcw to own more assets, whereas less wealthy household have a relatively larger probability, for instance, to have a rented (or for free use) residence. Table 13 reports the ARI for pairwise comparisons of the three models. LCdist, with both S = 2 and S = 3, and LCcw deliver clusterings with moderate agreement. Figure 5 shows how the class composition of LCdist (with S = 2 and S = 3) and LCcw predicts classes in log-wealth. The first class in LCdist with S = 2 ( Figure 5a ) seems to capture obser-hometenthe second class is split into two (see also Figure 5d ), with the new third class made up of households in the right tale of log-wealth distribution. Consistently with findings in the probability profiles, classes in LCcw are able to discriminate households better in terms of prediction of the (log) wealth distribution (Figure 5c ). To gain further insights on the estimated wealth distribution, we report ( Inference on the estimated parameters of the log-wealth (p-values of all tests are below 0.01) validates the model assumption of clustered distribution, with heteroscedastic components, of log-wealth in both LCdist and LCcw. The mean in the first class of wealth is larger for LCdist than for LCcw, along with the related variance. As we observed above, this first class in LCdist absorbs also households in the right tale of the distribution. This complicates the interpretation of the wealth classes compared to LCcw. That is, LCcw, with a first class with smaller mean and variance, allows for a more natural substantive interpretation of the two classes as wealthier versus less wealthy households. This is also consistent with findings of the related literature on poverty (deprivation) (Moisio, 2004; Pérez-Mayo, 2005) . Finally, Table 15 demonstrates that LCcw provides an easy way to test whether there are significant direct effects of log-wealth on the response variables. Interestingly, inference on such effects points out that there are variables for which we have no significant direct effects of log-wealth (hometen), as well as indicating that some effects are the same across latent classes (HB2400, HD1300, HD1400 and HD1500). In the logic of an applied researcher, this suggests intermediate and more parsimonious modeling options, where effects on some variables can be constrained to be zero, or to be the same across classes, which can easily be discovered with a cluster-20 weighted modeling approach. 
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In this paper we have brought modeling ideas from the regression mixture literature into latent class analysis. Our focus has been to motivate the use of the cluster-weighted modeling approach as a general specification for the joint relationship of the response variables, the external variable, and the latent variable. Three population studies have been used to illustrate this idea, and the actual advantage of the proposed approach was showed through an application on Italian household asset ownership data. The cluster-weighted modeling approach, contrary to the simpler distal outcome model, was able to predict, based on the joint relationship of ownership indicators, the underlying true wealth, and wealth as measured by the survey, two interpretable classes of wealth with class ownership profiles coinciding respectively with less wealthy (first class) and wealthier (second class) households on the measured log-wealth distribution.
In the applied researcher perspective, the proposed approach has several advantages. First, it allows to deal with direct effects if this are of substantive interest, as well as if those represent a source of noise to be handled. That is, if direct effects are present, our approach, contrary to the distal outcome model, yields unbiased estimates of the distal outcome cluster specific means and variances. Second, it guarantees a safe and flexible option, in which one starts from the most general model. Then, proceeding backwards, the user can test the model assumptions of both the distal outcome and the latent class regression models. The approach we suggest has some limitations as well. First, it can be unstable if some of the observed response patterns are lacking, or are simply too small in number to estimate the model parameters (see for instance, for standard sufficient conditions for identifiability of LCA, Bandeen-Roche et al., 1997). Especially in an exploratory stage of the analysis, in such cases simpler models can be more attractive. Second, depending on the goal of the analysis, the cluster-weighted modeling approach can generate a final output which might be harder to interpret than that of simpler models. In other words, the final model interpretability relies on the final goal of the analysis, which must be clear in mind in this as well as in any other modeling approach.
